The Nordic economies are recovering but the spread of the virus remains a big unknown
Special theme: the Nordic housing market – Prices at new record highs
We foresee continued house price increases but at a slower pace

The decline in the Nordic countries during the first
half of 2020 was deep and extensive with
historical GDP drops ranging from -5 to almost
- 9 percent. Household consumption, investments
and exports were severely hit during the second
quarter in all Nordic countries. Exports fell sharply
in the wake of massive restrictions in the
countries’ key export markets, not least in Europe,
and companies were also hit by broken supply
chains.

Although all Nordic economies have had varying
levels of restrictions and lockdowns to contain the
spread of the virus, the economies have so far
fared better compared to the rest of Europe.
Current data also clearly shows that the recovery
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of the Nordic economies begun in the late spring
and during the summer.

The road ahead will be bumpy and is
dependent on everyone’s choices today.
With the right economic policies, the
Nordics will continue to recover.
-Maria Wallin Fredholm, Economist Sweden

Analyst:
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Swedbank Pay card transaction data show that
Swedish household consumption improved during
the summer, and similar data of consumer
spending show an improvement also in Denmark,
Finland and Norway. Also, official data of retail
sales show a remarkable bounce back in Norway
and Denmark. this is explained by the fact that
there have been no cross-border sales, and which
have boosted sales in Norway and Denmark.

In Sweden, Norway and Denmark production and
foreign trade data also indicate a turnaround in
the corporate sector, while the industrial sector in
Finland is struggling with falling demand.
Moreover, sentiment indicators such as
purchasing managers indices and economic
tendency indicators point to a better mood now
compared with where we were in April-May. A
welcome signal to the Nordic trading partners is
the fact that the important German
manufacturing sector is finally showing more
solid gains according to the preliminary
purchasing managers’ index for September.
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The labour market in Sweden has not deteriorated
quite as much as our SEO forecast, but
unemployment has still reached slightly above 9%
(according to LFS). In Norway unemployment fell
rapidly from 10.7% at the peak in early April to
4.2% at the end of August. In Denmark the
unemployment has also decreased somewhat
from 5.6% in May to 5.2% in July, which is slightly
better than forecast. In Finland, on the other hand,
the official trend unemployment rate increased
somewhat to 7.5% in August.

Despite the increase in unemployment in Finland,
labour market data in the Nordics is slightly better
than our forecasts in the SEO. In Finland and
Sweden there is a risk that the elevated number
of temporary laid-off workers will become
unemployed in the future.

All in all, new data support our view as presented
in the SEO; a gradual recovery has started and will
continue during the autumn. However, the
recovery stands on fragile ground as the
uncertainty about the virus remains, especially as
the number of COVID-19 cases again is increasing
around Europe and in the Nordic countries. We
therefore foresee a bumpy road ahead where
continued support from economic policy
measures is needed to support businesses and
households, enabling further recovery. It is only
during the first half of 2021 that the uncertainty
will fade fully, possibly as a result of a vaccine or
medicine being widely available to the public.
During 2021 we expect the economic recovery to
pick up more markedly.
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Apart from increasing COVID-19 cases around the
world there are also other more long-term
tensions that affect the outlook going forward.
The ongoing Brexit-related negotiations between
the EU and the UK, as well as trade tensions
between US and China are still looming, and the
upcoming US presidential election puts a political
twist to everything. However, in the US the
labour market is now improving supporting
further economic recovery. The surprisingly quick
recovery in China led by expansionary policies is
also a positive sign.

We expect interest rates to remain very low and
asset purchase programmes to continue for at
least as long as it takes to get through the crisis.
There is a risk that high levels of indebtedness for
both governments and companies will make it
hard for central banks to raise interest rates in the
future. The Fed and other central banks will, going
forward, tolerate higher inflation, in order to make
up for low inflation in the past. This will also make
it a little easier to inflate away public debt.

Underlying inflation pressure is still rather weak,
and we see no large changes in monetary policy
either in Sweden, Norway or Denmark during
2020. The very low inflation and insufficient price
pressure in the euro area in combination with a
rapidly escalating spread of Covid-19, however,
adds pressure on the ECB and additional stimulus
measures are looking increasingly likely.
We expect the Riksbank to keep the policy rate
unchanged at zero percent during the forecast
horizon. And it has been clear that it sees the QE
measures as the primary tool to support the
economic recovery at this point, to maintain credit
supply and to keep general interest rates low for
the coming years. Norges Bank decided to keep
the policy rate path almost unchanged at its
meeting last week and it signals a first hike only
in 2022. However, we expect Norges Bank to
start to hike the policy rate already in 2021 as we
have a more optimistic view on the pace of the
economic recovery.
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The Swedish and Norwegian currencies were hit
hard in the beginning of the crisis but have since
regained considerable strength. We envision a
further,
but
still
relatively
moderate,
strengthening of both these currencies towards a
rate of 10 krona per euro in the year ahead. This is
supported by a continued recovery in the global
economy. The fact that all Nordic countries have
low to relatively low public debt and have
suffered smaller GDP drops than the rest of
Europe and the US, while there is hope of a future
vaccine could also support the strengthening of
the Swedish and Norwegian currencies.
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Initial price drop when uncertainty was the greatest
Prices have already rebounded and are heading for new all-time highs in many regions
Low mortgage rates for long support interest-rate sensitive households, but risk for higher
property tax or other fiscal or regulatory changes in Sweden

When the pandemic hit the Nordic countries,
uncertainty regarding both the spread of the virus
as well as the economic outlook and the labour
market was huge. In the acute phase of the crisis
the housing markets did react. In Sweden and
Norway, the average time to sell an object (time
on market) became longer, the number of
transactions fell, and so did bid premiums. Prices
dropped as demand receded. In Denmark the
number of transactions dropped substantially in
March and April, although the time on market on
average decreased, but at the same time the
number of homes for sale was markedly lower
than previous years. In Finland transactions
dropped by an incredible one third in March and
April. In Stockholm and Gothenburg prices of
tenant-owned flats fell by 6 and 4% respectively
during the six weeks from mid-March to the end
of April. However, in most other Swedish cities
the housing market only cooled off a little bit, with
lower bid premiums and slightly longer time on
market, and prices only saw a slight decrease.

After the Nordic governments had launched
several fiscal support packages and the central
banks had ensured they would do whatever it
takes to keep general interest rates low for a long
time, confidence started to return. As household
confidence and economic sentiment started to
recover, home buyers returned to the housing
market and the number of transactions has risen
to new record levels. Also, the spread of the virus
in Sweden came down from the highs in April.
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The Nordic housing market has proved resilient so
far in the crisis, and the crisis’ effect on prices has
been milder than expected in the spring. Signs of
surging prices of single-family homes in Sweden
started to show in several types of housing
statistics already in the end of May. Bid premiums
quickly bounced back, time on market decreased,
and the number of transactions was back at or
beyond last year’s levels. By the end of June
housing prices in Sweden had already recoiled up
and passed the pre-crisis level, mainly driven by
the increased demand for single-family homes
and vacation homes. Prices of these types of
objects have continued to boom during the rest of
the summer and are now up around 10% on
average over the year.

Housing prices in Denmark and Norway have also
recovered and are now above or well above the
level before the outbreak of the virus. With the
gradual reopening of societies, the demand for
housing has increased, in both Norway and
Denmark time on market is shorter and Norway
has also seen higher bid premiums for houses. In
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Denmark most home buyers bid below the
starting price and the difference between the
starting price and sale price has decreased
substantially since May, indicating a rising
demand. According to a consumer survey,
Norwegian households have expressed that they
would rather save and spend money on housing
than on consumer goods, which could also explain
the quick recovery of housing prices. In the
coming months prices in both Norway and
Denmark will also be supported by the fact that
the number of homes for sale is the lowest since
2017.
In Finland prices on average fell only slightly in the
second quarter, and the overall impact on the
housing market has been milder than expected.
The reason for the modest price development, in a
Nordic perspective, is Finland’s large regional
differences. Prices in the greater Helsinki region
and some other cities have seen higher growth,
while rural Finland and many smaller cities have
struggled with low demand and negative price
development. However, there are signs that the
housing market in Finland started to recover
during the summer, although in a much slower
pace than in the Nordic neighbours, and prices of
single-family homes rose by 1% on average in July
compared to a year ago.

There are a few special circumstances for the
resilient housing markets in this crisis.
For starters, the unprecedented fiscal measures,
especially the short-term furlough schemes
prevented a situation with mass unemployment
in all Nordic countries. Another fact is the
monetary policy response with falling mortgage
rates or continued low mortgage rates in the
coming years as a result. All else being equal,
lower mortgage rates means that households can
service a higher debt. Yet another condition is the
effect of more people working from home and the
travel restrictions. As people spend more time at
home, not only have they more time to think
about their home, but they also realise they need
some extra space, at least an extra room as office
space. With more time spent at home people also
seem willing to spend more money on their home.
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Altogether this means that demand for singlefamily homes and vacation homes have risen. For
the same reasons the supply of these types of
objects has been very low on the secondary
market, those already owning a house, or a
vacation home did not want to sell.

Given the high household indebtedness in
Sweden, Norway and Denmark, the central bank
measures to keep mortgage rates low have been
one of the key explanations for the resilience of
the Nordic housing markets. The remarkable
recovery of the stock market since the crash in
March is another explanation. Moreover, the
generous short-term furlough schemes in the
Nordic countries, means that we have not seen
the kind of mass unemployment that many had
feared. Besides, most newly unemployed are
young people or people that are not typical
homeowners, so the crisis has not really affected
the marginal home buyer, and therefore demand
for housing has not decreased. As mortgage rates
have remained low people have still been able to
continue to service their debt, although some of
them may have been included in the short-term
furlough scheme or have become unemployed. In
this context, it is also worth pointing out the
strong social safety nets in the Nordic countries,
which mitigates the risk of homeowners being
forced to sell their home if they suddenly become
unemployed.

We see a continued growth in Swedish and
Norwegian housing prices but there are
factors that suggest a slower pace
going forward.
-Maria Wallin Fredholm, Economist Sweden

There are several reasons why we continue to see
rising prices. Firstly, the mortgage rates are
expected to remain low the coming years.
Secondly, the supply is low, at least in Sweden,
Norway and Denmark. Thirdly, the vast majority
of homeowners have not become unemployed.
Instead their financial situation has most likely
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improved in the wake of the quickly recovered
stock market. In spite of this, we expect the
somewhat elevated prices in Sweden, Norway
and Denmark to rise in a slower pace than the past
months as households’ consumption patterns
become more normal again.

The Norwegian FSA recently proposed new
tighter lending regulations. The consultation
document includes a decrease of the maximum
debt-to-income ratio from 5 to 4.5 times gross
annual income as well as a reduced flexibility
quota for new loans secured on residential
properties. If these proposals were to be adopted,
they would dampen housing price growth quite
substantially in e.g. Oslo and some other cities.
However, we do not expect the proposals to be
adopted, instead it is likely that the current
regulation is extended a year or two, and that the
crisis measure of higher flexibility quota will
expire as of end of September. If the Swedish
economy is recovering according to our forecast,
it is reasonable to assume that the amortisation
exemption will not be extended by the Swedish
FSA in August 2021. Although, the exemption
should not have influenced housing prices as it
was temporary and banks still includes
amortization in the assessment of households’
creditworthiness, it is reasonable to think that it
did affect home buyers to some extent. In Finland
we continue to see the large regional differences
as the main factor for the relatively modest
average price growth in the country. Another
dampening factor for future housing price growth
in Finland is suggestions by a finance ministry led
working group of further macroprudential tools
that could be introduced to combat possible
negative side effects of low interest rates. The
group suggested a maximum debt-to-income
ratio of 4.5 times gross annual income and also
that housing loans be no longer than 25 years.
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None of these tools would have any major effects
on the housing market dynamics for now but
could of course restrict possible overshooting in
the future.

The Swedish tax system and the regulated
rental market have led to housing
shortages while housing is not
being optimally utilized.
-Maria Wallin Fredholm, Economist Sweden

Voices are now again being raised to carry out
major changes to improve the functionality of the
Swedish housing market and to improve mobility.
Changes that are discussed are reintroduced
property tax, reduced possibility to deduct
interest expenses, reduced capital gains tax as
well as possible changes in the regulations of the
rental market. Since the 1990s the authorities
and politicians have only made a few changes at a
time leading to a system which in fact subsidise
debt while property tax is low and capital gains
tax is high. All in all, this have led to a housing
market that does not promote mobility, with
higher housing prices due to lower supply and
higher household indebtedness. By creating
incentives for increased mobility, we would also
use the existing housing stock in a more
sustainable way, instead of having to build new
homes to cover the demand of our growing
population. However, when changes are done in
this area, it is very important that the politicians
and authorities have a comprehensive approach
to avoid excessive negative consequences.
Several policy areas need to collaborate to
improve the functionality of the housing market;
taxation
system,
macroprudential
tools,
regulation of the rental market to mention a few.
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This report has been compiled by analyst(s) at Swedbank Macro Research, a unit
within Swedbank Research that belongs to Swedbank Large Corporates &
Institutions (“LC&I”). Macro Research are responsible for preparing reports on
economic developments in the global and domestic markets. Macro Research
consists of research departments in Sweden, Norway, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, and
Lithuania.
Swedbank Macro Research bases the research on a variety of aspects and analysis.
For example: A fundamental assessment of the cyclical and structural economic,
current or expected market sentiment, expected or actual changes in credit rating,
and internal or external circumstances affecting the pricing of selected FX and
fixed income instruments. Based on the type of investment recommendation, the
time horizon can range from short-term up to 12 months.
Recommendations in FX and fixed income instruments are done both in the cash
market and in derivatives. Recommendations can be expressed in absolute terms,
for example attractive price, yield or volatility levels. They can also be expressed in
relative terms, for example long positions versus short positions. Regarding the
cash market, our recommendations include an entry level and our recommendation
updates include profit and often, but not necessarily, exit levels. Regarding
recommendations in derivative instruments, our recommendation include
suggested entry cost, strike level and maturity. In FX, we will only use options as
directional bets and volatility bets with the restriction that we will not sell options
on a net basis, i.e. we will only recommend positions that have a fixed maximum
loss.
The analyst(s) responsible for the content of this report hereby confirm that
notwithstanding the existence of any such potential conflicts of interest referred
to herein, the views expressed in this report accurately reflect their personal
views about the securities covered. The analyst(s) further confirm not to have
been, nor are or will be, receiving direct or indirect compensation in exchange for
expressing any of the views or the specific recommendation contained in the
report.
This report by Macro Research is issued by the business area LC&I within
Swedbank AB (publ) (“Swedbank”). Swedbank is under the supervision of the
Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority (Finansinspektionen). In no instance is
this report altered by the distributor before distribution.
In Finland this report is distributed by Swedbank’s branch in Helsinki, which is
under the supervision of the Finnish Financial Supervisory Authority
(Finanssivalvonta).
In Norway this report is distributed by Swedbank’s branch in Oslo, which is under
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In Estonia this report is distributed by Swedbank AS, which is under the
supervision of the Estonian Financial Supervisory Authority (Finantsinspektsioon).
In Lithuania this report is distributed by “Swedbank” AB, which is under the
supervision of the Central Bank of the Republic of Lithuania (Lietuvos bankas).
In Latvia this report is distributed by Swedbank AS, which is under the supervision
of The Financial and Capital Market Commission (Finanšu un kapitala tirgus
komisija).
This document is being distributed in the United States by Swedbank and in
certain instances by Swedbank Securities U.S. LLC (“Swedbank LLC”), a U.S
registered broker dealer, only to major U.S. institutional investors, as defined
under Rule 15a-6 promulgated under the US Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended, and as interpreted by the staff of the US Securities and Exchange
Commission. This investment research is not intended for use by any person or
entity that is not a major U.S institutional investor. If you have received a copy of
this research and are not a major U.S institutional investor, you are instructed not
to read, rely on or reproduce the contents hereof, and to destroy this research or
return it to Swedbank or to Swedbank LLC. Analyst(s) preparing this report are
employees of Swedbank who are resident outside the United States and are not
associated persons or employees of any US registered broker-dealer. Therefore,
the analyst(s) are not subject to Rule 2711 of the Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority (FINRA) or to Regulation AC adopted by the U.S Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) which among other things, restrict communications with a
subject company, public appearances and personal trading in securities by a
research analyst.
Any major U.S Institutional investor receiving the report, who wishes to obtain
further information or wishing to effect transactions in any securities referred to
herein, should do so by contacting a representative of Swedbank LLC. Swedbank
LLC is a U.S. broker-dealer registered with the Securities and Exchange
Commission and a member of Financial Industry Regulatory Authority and the
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New York, NY 10119 and its telephone number is 212-906-0820. For important
U.S. disclaimer, please see reference:
http://www.swedbanksecuritiesus.com/disclaimer/index.htm
In the United Kingdom this communication is for distribution only to and directed
only at "relevant persons". This communication must not be acted on – or relied on
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activity to which this document relates is available only to "relevant persons" and
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However, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Swedbank
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